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editorial
Before
It's
Too Late

Two college students who thought
it would be nice to have a dog got
one in September. When they left in
June, the dog was turned loose.
After having two litters of puppies,
which also turned into strays, the
dog was hit by a car.
The mother of a family of 10
children was nominated "Mother of
the Year." She never used birth
control.
A logging company didn't replace

types of pollution. We are all guilty
of one of them.
Today marks the beginning of
Earth Week. An entire week devoted
to saving our earth should be
unnecessary. The message of last
year's Earth Week was the same as
this year's message: Unless we stop
pollution like that above, unless we
show more respect toward our
environment, it will desert us.
Sarah Laidlaw

the trees they cut down.
Joe can't take his children
swimming in his childhood
playground. A farmer using improper
planting techniques all?wed a ~eavy
rain to wash away h1s topso1l. It
ended up in Joe's old swimming
hole.
The United States continues its
defoliation process in Southeast
Asia.
All of the above are different

1971 NM Legislature Killed Most Environmental Bills
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'Isn't Nature Wonderful? He Remembers Us!'

A family picnicking in one of
America's garden spots left their
trash behind.
Three people drinking in a car
threw their beer cans out along the
highway.
A cement company's gravel pit
remained an open scar on the earth's
face long after the gravel deposits
played out.
A subdivider tore out trees and
re-routed a stream to build his
ticky-tacky houses. He didn't replant
the trees.
One of a chain of lakes is now so
polluted from industrial wastes that
fish can no longer live there.
Two oil tankers collided and left
their cargoes up and down beaches in
California. Millions of birds drowned
because they couldn't get the oil off
their feathers.
One discarded cigarette set a
forest ablaze.

(Editor's Note: To day's
roundup of New Mexico's
environmental legislation is part
of The Lobo's special Earth Week
series. Tomorrow The Lobo will
carry an interview with Brink
Jackson, visiting architecture
lecturer.)
By BARBARA MORGAN
A majority of proposed
environmental legislation perished
in committees and unfavorable
floor votes at the 1971 state
legislative session. Two major bills
successfully ran the House and
Senate gauntlet and will create an
agency to oversee correction of
pollution problems and bring the
state up to federal anti-pollution
standards.
One of the landmark bills to
survive the scrutiny of the New
Mexico legislature, the
environmental improvement
agency bill, sponsored by Rep.
James Koch (D-Santa Fe) creates
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From the Triton Times
When in the course of evolution it
becomes necessary for one species to
denounce the notion of
independence from all the rest, and
to assume among the powers of the
earth, the interdependent station to
which the natural laws of the cosmos
have laced them, a decent respect for
the opinions of all mankind requires
that they should declare the
conditions which impel them to
assert their interdependence.
We hold htese . truths to be
self-evident that all species have
evolved with equal and unalienable
rights, that among these are Life,
Liberty and the pursuit of
Happiness. That to insure these
rights, nature has instituted certain
principles from the capabilities of
the planet's life-support system. That
whenever any behavior by members
of one species becomes destructive
of these principles, it is the function
of other members of that species to
alter or abolish such behavior and to
re-establish the theme of
interdependence with all life, in such
a form and in accordance with those

prove this let facts be submitted to a
candid world.
1) People have refused to
recognize the roles of other species
and the importance of natural
principles for growth of the food
they require. 2) People have refused
to recognize that they are interacting
with other species in an evolutionary
process. 3) People have fouled the
waters that all life partakes of. 4)
People have transformed the face of
the earth to enhance their notion of
independence from it and in so doing
have interrupted many natural
processes that they are dependent
upon. 5) People have contaminated
the common household with
substances that are foreign to the life
processes which are causing many
organisms great difficulties. 6)
People have massacred and extincted
fellow species for their feathers and
fur, for their skins and tusks. 7)
People have persecuted most
persistently those known as coyote,.
lion, wolf and fox because of their
dramatic role in the expression of
interdependence. 8) People are
proliferating in such an irresponsible
manner as to threaten the survival of
all species. 9) People have warred
upon one another which has brought
great sorrow to themselves and a vast

reg u I a t or y power over financing for sewerage treatment
subdivisions was quickly sent to facilities and a bill to provide
the wastebasket." The Clearing pedestrian and equestrian rights of
House also attributed the way.
environmentalists' unsuccessful
0 n the list of deveated
efforts to lobby for the measures environmental legislation is a bill
to lack knowledge of the giving the state attorney general
legislative system.
increased powers of pollution law
Not all environmental bills met enforcement. However, the killing
the same fate that befell the of that bill has not stopped
subdivision control bills. Some Attorney General David Norvell
passed both the House and Senate from initiating the state's first
and faced only one more obstacle action against an alleged air
on their way to becoming law- polluter, a sawmill in Rio Arriba
the governor's signature.
county.
Some of the bills signed by
The complaint was filed on
King include: an act to reduce behalf of the Health and Social
residency requirements for Services Board and claimed the
hunting and fishing licenses from sawmill in question failed to
six months to three months, a discontinue violation of the Air
recodification of state forestry
Quality Control Act by a
laws, a bill defining appeal
December 1970 deadline.
procedures for pollution
The action asks for an
variances, a bill to bring New injunction to stop the mill from
Mexico into compliance with burning wood waste to prevent
federal law on outdoor advertising further violation of the air quality
and j unkyards, a bill to aid statute.
counties in implementing
The complaint against the mill,
approved methods of refuse located on U.S. Highway 64
d i s p o sa I , a pro p o s e d between Alcalde and Velarde, was
constitutional amendment to filed in First Judicial District
provide for an environmental bill Court in Santa Fe, March 25.
of rights and an act to require all
Besides the bill to give the
utilities to comply with state attorney general more power,
pollution control regulations.
several other measures failed to
Among other measures signed pass the legislature. Among these
into law are an act to prevent the are; a bill to increase penalties for
indiscriminate killing of cougars air or water pollution; a quality of
and an act preventing the killing life curricula bill, which would
of hawks, vultures and owls.
have affected the public schools;
Four environmental bills that and a bill to prevent power plants
successfully passed Senate and from using more polluting fuels
House scrutiny to be vetoed on than are in use now.
the governor's desk were: a bill to
Two more bills that would have
give income tax credits t~C'.:regulated surface mining
industries that install pollution; reclamation and outlawed the use
control equipment, a biJt .. of mercury compounds were
providing additional state killed.

destruction to the homes and the
food supplies of many living things.
10) People have denied others the
right to live to completion their
interdependencies to the full extent
of the capabilities.
We, therefore, among the mortal
representatives of the eternal process
of life and evolutionary principles, in
the mutual humbleness, explicitly
stated, appealing to the ecological
consciousness of the world for the
rectitude of our intentions, do
solemnly publish and declare that all
species are interdependent; that they
are all free to realize these
relationships to the full extent of
their capabilities; that each species is
subservient to the requirements of
the natural processes that sustain all
life. And for the support of this
declaration with a firm reliance on
all other members of our species who
understand their consciousness as a
capability, to assist all of us and our
brothers to interaet in order to
realize a life process that manifests
its maximum potential of diversity,
vitality and planetary fertility to
ensure the continuity of life on
earth.

People
Are
Dangerous
To The Earth
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Spring Training

I

Dorm residents strike up a baseball game in balmier days before
the current cold set in.

1
Crippled Vets Lead D.C.l1larch
Former GIs Begin Two-Week Anti-War Protest
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Led
by two crippled veterans in
wheelchairs, hundreds of former
Gis marched from the locked
gates of Arlington National
Cemetery to the steps of the
Capitol Monday to begin more
than two weeks of protests against
U.S. involvement in the Indochina
War.
Shouting anti-war slogans, the
demonstrators, many of them
wearing the olive fatigues they
wore in Vietnam, raised clenched
fists and shook then at President.
Nixon's hclicoptm· wh<>n it Jl('W
ovrrheud as Uwy W!'l"<' passing the
Whitn House.
'!'hey carri<'d a htt!(<> r<'d mul
white bann<'r pi"Oclaiming "wts
against l.h(• war," on tht• four·mih•
march Ull'ough the sunny sl.rl'rLs
that already were crowdNI by
spring tourists.

Tuesday, April 20, 1971
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Liquor Mak~er Gets Ok~ay
To Use Wolfpacl~ Symbol
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natural principles, that will effect
their safety and happiness. Prudence,
indeed, will dic.tate that cultural
values long established should not be
altered for light and transient causes,
that mankind is more disposed to
suffer from asserting a vain notion of
independence than to right
themselves by abolishing that culture
to which they are now accustomed.
But when a long train of abuses
and usurpations of these principles
of interdependence, envinces a subtle
design to reduce them,
throughabsolute despoliation of the
planet's fertility to a state of ill will,
bad health and great anxiety, it is
their right, it is their duty, to throw
off such notions of independence
from other species and from the
life-support system, and to provide
new guards for the re-establishment
of the security and maintenance of
these principles. Such has been the
quiet and patient sufferage of all
species, and such is now the
necessity which constrains the
species Homo Sapiens to reassert the
principles of interdependence. The
history of the present notiori of
independence is a history of repeated
injuries and usurpations all having
indirect effect the establishment of
an absolute tyranny over life. To

air quality that New Mexico must
comply with," said Gross, who
blamed the large number of
defeated bills on Democrats in the
legislature.
"They are very parochial and
don't identify with New Mexico's
problems, but concentrate on the
interests of their districts around
the perimphery of the state,"
Gross added.
Rep. Walter Martinez
(D-Valencia) has already predicted
King will probably ask the 1972
legislature to consider
''meaningful environmental
legislation."
Martinez as well as Gross,
expressed disappointment at the
performance of the 1971
legislature. However he was more
critical than Gross claiming that
"the legislature did not approve
anything of significance" in the
field of environmental protection.
Subdivision Controls
11 highly contested bills
dealing with land use and
subdivisions were introduced and
defeated at the recent session.
Support for the bills to regulate
the use of subdivided land came
from many conservation groups
throughout the state.
The Control Clearing House, a
distribution center for
environmental protection
information, issued a statement
after strong opposition by land
developers helped kill the land
and subdivision measures.
The Clearing House claimed
':legislators repeatedly yielded to
political pressure on crucial votes.
Subdividers never failed to lobby
effectively and guarantee a
favorable floor vote. Any bill that
even carried a hint of state

SERfAlS DE~T.
AP.R2 oml?J

Time's Runni1zg Out:
Declaration of Interdependence ·
-

the nucleus of a single state
agency to investigate and oversee
solutions to environmental
problems.
The other bill that outlived
many of its fellows establishes an
environmental policy. Sponsored
by Sen. Fred Gross (R-Bern. ), it is
designed to set up machinery to
recommend legislative action to
bring New Mexico up to federal
standards of pollution control.
The environmental quality
council will also require state
agencies to submit environmental
impact statements before
initiating new programs, and is
patterned after the National
Environmental Protection Act.
Complimentary Bills
Both bills are planned to
compliment each other and give
state government an overview of
the region's environmental
problems and their solutions.
The environmental council will
recommend legislation for the
1972 legislative session which is
limited to consideration of bills
de a I i ng with finances and
taxation, those issues the governor
requests action on or bills vetoes
during this year's legislative
session.
Disappointed in Legislature
A strong supporter of many
environmental bills, Gross said he
was generally disappointed in the
legislature's performance on
environmental issues. He said he
plans to re-introduce bills that
were vetoes by Gov. Bruce King,
in additional to those measures
the governor himself brings to the
lawmakers' attention.
"Introduction of conservation
and environmental bills will hinge
largely on federal requirements on

As they marched, the protesters
shouted such slogans as "power to
the people," "hi-di, hi-di, hi-di·ho,
Mr. Nixon's got to go" and "peace
hO\V."

They complained about not
being allowed inoide the sprawling
cemetery, but held a memorial
service outside the heavy iron
gates and left two wreaths of
roses, asking that they be placed
at the tomb of the unknowns in
honor of Americans who diP-d in
Indochina.
"Does a VPteran have to be
dead to gt•L into Arlington?"
ask<•d onP marcher, all!,'I"Y aL being
loclu•d out..
AI though they wer<' cl<•nied
p<•rmission to demonstrate insid<'
the cemt•t<>ry, officials othPrwis<•
generally allowt•d them a frpe
hand in their march.
But officials did deny their

request that they be allowed to
camp out on the Mall, the grassy
parklands around the National
Monuments. Some protesters
threatened to try to sleep there
anyway.
Police est.imated the number of
marchers at about 1000. Most of
them w<!re white and the rat1ks
included some former
servicewomen and a few mothers
whose sons had been killed in
Vietnam.
At the head of the march were
James Dehlin, 20, Flushing, Mich.,
and William Wyman, also 20, of
New York City. Both lost legs in
Vietnam and th<>Y wN·e pushed
along in wh<>elchairs.
"It cost me my legs and it's too
!at<• for me," Dehlin told a
reporter during the March. "But
th<•re are still lots of people dying
and I want to see it stopped."

By ANNE PLUMMER
The lobo, wolf emblem of the
University, seems to be public
property, available to any
company who wants to use it to
promote its product.
In a meeting April 16 the
Regents discussed plans for Ezra
Brooks company to use the lobo
symbol in producing a special
collector's item bottle. "The
Regents agreed no formal action
was needed," said John Durrie,
university secretary yesterday.
Ezra Brooks has approached
Bob Epstein of the .Lobo Club for
approval of its proposed lobo
bottle. The Lobo Club is an
independent organization which
supports the athletic department.
Durrie explained that since the
Lobo Club is a separate legal
entity the Regents did not feel it
would be appropriate to tell the
Lobo Club what they can or
cannot do.
Epstein, who was not at the
meeting, said the club "was trying
to come up with a policy before
the problems arise. There is no
previously established policy on
who can use the lobo."
Eptstein said he has had many
phone calls and visits from people
who would like to use the lobo on
their product. Texaco produced
license plates with the lobo
emblem. They gave the Lobo Club
a dollar for each plate made.
Texaco has also sold a basketball
with the Iobo·emblem ou it.
Ezra Brooks and several
businesses, which Epstein would
not name, would like to use the
lobo emblem. When asked if the
Lobo Club had thCl say on who
could use the emblem, Epstein
said, "No, not really. The Regents
have the say if there is any say at
all."
The emblem used by Texaco on
the license plates was n wolf with
t.he hat, which has since been

registered with the state as the
official emblem of the Lobo Club,
said Epstein. The club also uses
this emblem on stationery and
sale items such as cocktail glasses
and ties.
The Ezra Brooks proposal to
put oui a lobo bottle, "is just a
public relations gimmick," said
Eptstein. "Ezra Brooks has done
this for North Carolina, Arkansas
and Nebraska. They will only
make 6000 bottles and no more."
They will also make picture
postcards of the bottle for the
Lobo Club to sell.
Epstein emphasized that the
question of approving the Ezra
Brooks plan is secondary to him.
"The major question is who can
use the lobo head."
"We wouldn't want anyone
using the lobo on a product that
took advantage of the
University," said. He did not cite
an example.
Epstein said the Lobo Club will
go ahead and make an agreement
with Ezra Brooks if no
disapproval is expressed by the
Regents. All income would go
directly to the athletic
department, he said.
Although Epstein seemed
concern about the formation of a
general policy for the. use of the
lobo emblem, Durrie said the issue
was not presented that ·way by
Horn at the Regents meeting. He
said there was no discussion at the
meeting· about the possibility of
the University retaining the rights
to the lobo emblem.
The Regents assumed that the
Ezra Brooks proposal would mean
that the Lobo Club would
trademark a particular emblem of
the lobo, Durric reported.
He added, "If this were to be
done, the regents felt the same
privilege ought to be extended to
any competitor."
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Kent State Cites 48 Percent Decline'

l

Fewer Applicants at 39 Schools
WASHINGTON (UPI)- While shortages.
total rejE)ctions,
state universities and lund grant
Five universities- the
The association reported that
colleges are getting a record University of Massachusetts;
projected
freshman enrollment at
number of freshman applications Amhet·st; Pennsylvania State
state
universities
and land grant
for next fall, inflation and student University, and State University
colle~es
this
fall
will
be 279,854,
unrest have produced a sharp of New York campuses at Albany,
an increase of 3.8 percent over
increase in campuses reporting a Stony Brook and Buffalo1970, when the boost was 6.5
drop in admissions requests, a account for more than half the
percent.
nationwide survey showed
Saturday.
Leading the list of colleges
receiving fewer applications from
Enrollment limitations which recommends raising the
prospective freshman was Kent
required gpa for admission of
State University, where four proposals will be taken off the
out-of-state students from 2.0 to
students were killed by Ohio table for discussion at today's
2.5 will also come up for action.
National Guardsmen last spring faculty meeting at 3 p.m. in the
during 'protests over the Kiva.
A resolution passed by the
Other business of the meeting
Cambodian invasion.
Faculty
Policy Committee (FPC)
includes elections of nine new
Kent State cited the state of
members to the Academic
q1e economy and campus asking UNM President Ferrel
Freedom and Tenure Committee,
unrest- in that order - for a Heady to find ways of cutting
replacements on standing
47.7 percent decrease in back the student population will
committees and revisions in policy
applications received this year, be accepted or rejected at the
meeting.
~
compared with 1970.
on "Academic Freedom of
Another
proposal,
by
the
Graduate, Teaching, Research,
It was the biggest of such
and Special Assistants."
declines reported by 39 Entrance and Credits Committee,
institutions, or 42.4 percent of
the 92 institutions responding to
the annual admissons survey
conducted by the National
Association of State Universities
and Land Grant Colleges. Last
year, only 27.7 percent of the
campuses p oiled reported
MASH
receiving fewer applications than
Blue Key
There will be a meeting to start
the year before.
Applications for the 1971-72
After inflation and campus new drug education and first aid Blue Key, senior men's honorary,
unrest, these institutions listed classes for MASH in Mesa Vista, arc available in Scholes Hall, room
growth of junior colleges, new room 1056 April 20 at 7 p.m. 157. Applicants are required to
raised admission standards and the Anyone interested in attending have a minimum cumulative grade
draft as reasons for the dropoff in classes or working with MASH is point average of 2.75 and to have
The newly elected Student Bar achieving professional resultsapplications. One college cited welcome.
completed 92 hours by September president at the UNM School of not just posting good grades come
"adoption of an application fee."
19 71. The deadline has been Law sees legal practice as "not so every examination.
Absentee Ballots
Another gave "loss of faith in
extended
to April 23.
much prosecuting or defending, as
Absentee ballots for the
''What you pick up here,
higher education" as a reason.
getting
to the root of things in whether in class, in the library or
Earth
Week
ASUNM general elections will be
Among the 92 members of the available Wednesday in the
A change has been made in the society."
in bull sessions and informal
118-campus association which ASUNM office upstairs in the
Jim Dines said "so many things discussions, will help a client in
UNM Earth Week calendar. The
took part in the survey, a record Union.
Black Mesa panel scheduled for touch on crime in our world the future," Dines said.
of 567,098 applications was
Friday at 2:30 p.m. has been today" and thinks one solution,
Students must vote in the
In his view, one basic starting
reported, up 5.36 percent over ASUNM office, said Debbie
changed to Thursday at 1:30 p.m. already developing, is to get more point is learning to define in
1970.
in Union, room 250. The panelists people actively involved with which area of law a specific
Bruns, elections commission
But 34 institutions reported chairman. Ballots will be available
will be Mike Williams from the problems which are within arm's problem may rest.
.. they expect -k ··•eject 51,352 through April 27.
John Muir Institute and Tom reach.
"I think law really is the great
otherwise qualified applicants,
Dines was elected student body medium, and has been in any age,
Noble of the Black Mesa Defense
The ASUNM office is open 8
because of self-imposed a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays.
Fund. Also "Multiply and Subdue president of UNM as an for a person wanting to do
enrollment quotas coupled with
the Earth," a film by Ian McHarge, undergraduate, serving from something constructive in
housing, classroom and faculty
has been added to the group of 1968·69.
1-Thou
society," Dines continued.
But, while he's certain he wants
films to be shown Thursday and
The Free University will
In the case of the Student Bar
Friday from 9 a.m.-3 p.m. in the
to prnc.ticc, ln.vr in tha South'"'<Qnt;.
sponsor a talk by Paul Schmidt on
An~n..
Dinc:tn n..nd colle>nff1.•on. J..,.a,-va.
preferably in Albuquerque, and
Union theater.
the 1-Thou theory of human
started a newsletter, "Que Pasa?,"
while he's interested in the broad Its objective is to keep students
Robot Film
relations outlined by Martin
A Stanford Research Institute field of criminal law, he hasn't within the Student Bar informed
Buber. The talk will be at 7 p.m.,
(SRI) film about a remarkable made up his mind in what area in all areas of their lives. It even
April 20 in the Kiva and is free
and open to the public.
robot named Shakey will be he'll specialize.
includes "For Sale," Lost and
Asked if he would be a Found," "Scholarship
shown April 20 at 3 p.m. in the
GSA Budget Hearings
electrical engineering building, third-year law student next year, Opportunity" and other classified
The GSA Budget and Finance room 201.
Dines said, "Yes, well, that's if departments.
everything
goes well."
Committee will hold hearings for
The film has been made
One aim is to find parttime
the 1971-72 budget on April available to UNM by Sandia
Law school is more demanding, work during the summer and
27-28. Any organization desiring Corporation and is free and open thinks Dines, because for the academic year for law students
to request funds should contact to all in teres ted persons.
future attorney who wants to who must, or want to, pay all or
the GSA office to make an
represent
his clients well, the part of their own way for the
The 25-minute color movie
appointment.
reports on progress made by the entire discipline is aimed at three-year course of study.
artificial intelligence group of the
information
services department
Alb. PreSchool Co-op
at SRI on work in the field of
An exciting environment for your preartificial intelligence uses.
school or kindergarten age child.
Graduate Student Association which supports the funding.
The film depicts Shakey
Morning and Afternoon sessions,
(GSA)
President Bert Hansen has
The original bill, asking $400
performing various maneuvers in
come
under
fire from the UNM for a Women's Coordinating
Now Enrolling fo.- Sept.
response to a specific command
898-0598
606 Candelaria NW
stated in English and input to the Women's Center for his alleged Center, received a "do not pass"
computer via a console teletype. part in the recent denial of the recommendation from the GSA
GSA Council to fund the center. cabinet and was killed at the last
A petition calling for support GSAC meeting. Hansen said the
Some people may have us
of
GSA funding o.f the center is reason for the cabinet
wrong. It's possible.
being circulated on campus and recommendation was "the
For instance, we Paulists
will reportedly be presented to universal agreement that they (the
arc known for the printed
the
council at its meeting tonight. women's center) had not
and the spoken word. Books,
The bill will be reintroduced at demonstrated that the center
radio, and TV. The glamorous
the meeting said a spokeswoman would be of benefit to graduate
world.
for
the GSA woman's caucus, students."
But there is another, bigger
world in which the Paulist
Lucia Montague, of the
moves ..•
graduate women's caucus, charged
A dusty corner in Utah
a "gross underestimation of
where Paulists offer
women's needs on campus by
material and spiritual relief
GSA " and said she believes GSA
to migrant workers.
,
. .tnteres...s
,. Ou-1·"
represents
"male
Y.
An area known as East
.
Montague
said
plans
for
setting
Village and a Paulist who
up a separate graduate stud~nt
understands the meaning
of "taking a trip."
IISSociation
for women are bemg
TOP POCKET
discussed in the event that "GSA
A Newman Center on a
SLACKS
troubled college campus
continues to ignore the needs of
SPORTCOATS
and a priest who is not a
graduate
women."
WESTERN BOOTS
judge but an understanding
WIDE BELTS
ear and a mediator.
STETSON
Being a Paulist isn't easy.
New Mexico Lobo
t'(IU~CD
SCARVES
Being a Paulist isn't glamorous.
TIES
Vol. 74
No. 122
It's better.
AND
For more information on
Box
20,
University
P.O.,
UNM,
MORE
Paulist priestly spirit write to:
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (605) 277Rev. Donald C. Campbell, C.S.P.
4102, 277-4202
V oc:aUon Director
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News Analysis

Faculty Will Discuss Population
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the world by surprise, but 90 and
180 degree turns are not unusual
in the Orient.
Japan became the best friend of
the United States in Asia
following the bitterest and most
devastating Pacific War in history;
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The first samples from the
Apollo 14 lunar landing have been
sent to UNM geologist Klaus Keil.
The samples, about one-half
gram in total weight, consist of
fine dust collected by the
astronauts. Keil, who investigated
the geochPmistry of returned
lunar samples from Apollo 11 and

New Professor
Peter Barth, who has taught at
Ohio State University and the
University of Chicago Graduate
School of Business., has been
appointed as associate pmfessor
of economics at UNM effective
Aug. 23.
Barth, a specialist in labor
economics and economic
development, received his
bachelor of arts degree from
Columbia University and his Ph.D.
from the University of Michigan.
He has published results of
economic studies of Ecuador and
Bolivia. Other recent publications
include "The Minimum Wage and
Teenage Unemployment" and
"Social Security and Economic
Development." Another article,
''Education and Economic
Development," will be included in
a book titled "Human Capital
Formation and Economic
Development."
During the current academic
year he holds a Brookings
Economic Policy Fellowship with
an assignment in the Department
of Labor's Office of Research and
Development.
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S~trmArr~
FIRST and GOLD
Albuquerque

247-4347

and master's recipients.
Though agreeing to the
arrangement, the administrators
expressed their preference for the
wearing of caps and gowns. They
described this as "one of the few
remaining academic traditions."
As an alternative, the
administrators said they hope
many of those attending
commencement exercises will
come in the academic costume
along with contributing to the
Zimmerman library fund.
Durrie said that those
commencement participants who
will be seated on the platform and
the faculty representatives from
the various schools and colleges
will definitely be expected to
wear academic costumes. Doctoral
candidates will be hooded as part
of the graduation ceremonies and
for this reason must be in cap and
gown, Durrie said.
One difficulty with the Mortar
Board proposal is time, Durrie
said. Preliminary commencement
instructions were mailed to degree
candidates two weeks ago, and
many costume orders already have
been placed and forwarded.
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UNM students who will be
rece1v1ng either masters or
bachelors degrees
at
commencement exercises in June
may contribute to a special fund
for Zimmerman Library instead of
renting caps and gowns.
The UNM chapter of Mortar
Board, a senior women's
honorary, recently unanimously
voted their wish to forego the
traditional ceremonial academic
costume in favor of contributing
to UNM's library.
Members of the UNM chapter
of Mortar Board would like other
students to do the same.
The
79th
annual
commencement exercises are
scheduled the evening of June 6 at
University Arena. Attendance at
the exercises by those receiving
degrees is optional.
The option not to wear caps or
gowns was tried last year at
several universities, among them
Harvard and Princeton.
UNM President Ferrel Heady
and University Secretary John
Durrie have given Mortar Board
permission to submit its proposal
to the rest of this year's bachelor

First Apollo 14 Sarnples

GSA Under Fire by Women

LARGEST
SELECTION
IN THE
SOUTHWESTI

12, said more sample shipments
should be coming throughout the
next several months.
Apollo 14 samples are the first
rocks and dust from the lunar
Highlands region. Samples from
Apollos 11 and 12 were from the
Mare (Sea) areas of the moon.
Keil and his research associates at
UNM, Martin Prinz and Gero
Kurat, received approximately 12
grams of each from tht• first two
returned samples.
Apollo 14 samples are also
unique because only two igneous
rocks were brought back from the
moon. Many igneous rocks were
returned by the earlier flights.
Keil, who has a contract to
continue his study into the origin
of the samples for the length of
the Apollo program, said research
in
the
UNM
geology
department- institute of
meteoritics labs has already
started on the Apollo 14 samples.

SEN. HAROlD HUGHES IN '72
THE MAN WHO
NOMINATED GENE
McCARTHY IN '68
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SUMMER JOBS

in talking to college men aboul full time summer employment.
Only those with C average or belter need apply. Avetage profit per month
$600. Interviews at 3:00, 7:00, 9:30 PM Thurs. April 22. Howard Johnson's
Molel (midtown). Call Dr. Samuel or ask for room at desk,
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ASUNM Spring Elections
Absentee Voting
Wednesday, April 21, 8 A.M.
through
Tuesday, April 27, 5 P.M.
Student Government Offices
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However, the administrators
said graduates will be welcome at
commencement whether wearing
cap and gown or simply "Sund11.y
best."
Students who choose to make a
gift to the library fund rather than
wearing cap and gown will be
given a receipt which will serve to
identify them at the graduation
exercises, Durrie said. Without
such receipt or an academic
costume, graduates will not be
able to participate, he added.
Those who wish to cancel
costume orders already placed at
the bookstore and contribute to
the library fund instead are asked
to do so within a week, he said.
Students may take their
contributions for the library fund
to the cashier's office in the
administration building during
normal working hours, Durrie
said.
Maria Geer, a Mortar Board
member, said about the group's
desire, "in a situation where
money is tight Mortar Board felt
it would be more practical to
contribute to the library rather
than renting caps and gowns."

onslaught has pushed Taiwan into
deeper isolation. Recogniztion by
Canada, Italy, Belgium and a
number of African countries has
caused deep gloom in Taipei. The
clamor in some question in the
United States for admission of
Communist China to the United
Nations grows, but neither side is
likely to accept a two-China
policy.
But to many, the overriding
reason behind Red China's recent
moves is the stridency with
Russia.
UPI's respected European
diplomatic expert, K. C. Thaler,
wrote this week:
"Peking's real intentions remain
shrouded in mystery but informed
analysts believe the Mao Tse-Tung
regime is putting out feelers to
gauge the chances of some
eventual understanding with the
United States while putting the
Soviet leadership on notice that
Red China has a powerful political
card to play against the mighty
rocket-rattling Kremlin."
Regarding Red China's progress
on the home fran t, its selective
invitation to correspondents
perhaps is significant. Peking
would appear to have leaned
toward old timers who were in
China before and during the
downfall of President Chiang
Kai-Shek.
The assumption would be that
Peking hopes that the "old
timers" would write favorably of
the "New China" compared with
the closing years of Chiang's

Business Speaker
Ronald L. Gue, president of
Medicus Corporation, Dallas,
Texas, will speak on operations
research at 4 p.m. April19, at the
School of Business and
Administrative Science, room
124.
Gue's talk on problems in
applying operations research
techniques to the design and
operation of real world health
systems is free and open to all
interested persons.

CAMPAIGN MATERIALS AVAILABLE

i

One can only guess what is the
thinking in Peking, but these
possibilities must be considered:
-Red China finally feels that
the Republic of China government
based on Taiwan is down for the
count of nine and on the verge of
a knockout.
-The regime of Mao Tse-Tung
feels that now is the time to
interrupt, if not counter attack,
the growing relations between the
Soviet Union and the United
States.
-Following the" convulsions of
the cultural revolution, the Peking
regime finally feels that Red
China has developed show
windows worth showing to the
world.
There is no queston but what
mainland China's diplomatic

Graduation Without Caps, Gowns?

Law Gets to Social Roots
Asserts Student Bar Head

IRVING

in 1965 Indonesia moved from
the deep shadows of Communism
to look toward the West; Ceylon
has alternately swung from the far
left to the far right.
Following Red China's surprise
diplomatic offensive came signs
that perhaps there was a
coordinated plan within the
Communist camp in Asia.
The signs were will - of - the wisp. But some observers though
it significant that within a few
hours after Red China's action
Hanoi's chief peace negotiator in
Paris, Xuun Thuy, announced his
return to the talks, and the North
Vietnamese delegation in Paris
suddenly and inexplicably
summoned a Waco, ·l'exas,
delegation to discuss the war
prisoner situation.

Contribution to Library Fund is an Option

CAMPUS BRIEF§
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Red China's Latest Move 'Not Unusual' for the Orient

HONG KONG (UPI)- Premier
Chou En-Lai of Communist China
has opened a new page in Sino American relations and the rest of
the world waits anxiously to read
the next one.
The visit of the American table
tennis team to Red China caught
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STUDENTS FOR HUGHES
BOX 668

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90053

Union

government.
The selective invitations- one
American news agency, one
American network, one American
and later, one American
newspaper also held to a
pattern of Red China information
policies.
By the carrot - and - stick
approach, Peking appeared to
believe they could evoke favorable
words on its behalf lest the writer
risk the chance of a return
invitation.
The technique is not an
innovation.
During the Panmunjom Truce
Talks in Korea in 1951-52,
Communist or Communistleaning correspondents, such as
Wilfred Burchett, Alan
Winnington and Chu Chi-Ping,
tried to divide western
correspondents.
They "leaked" tips to
correspondents in direct ratio to
pieces written they found
favorable.
'

How to use
the system
to fight
the system

-------
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Literary Couple Destroy Each Other

New LightShed on Fitzgeralds

You can afford it while
you're still young enough to enjoy it.

"ZELDA, A BIOGRAPHY" Nancy Milford (Harper & Row
$10). Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald:
the Golden Couple of the 1920's.
Scott, handsome and a wild
spender. Zelda, the beautiful,
spoiled daughter of the South. A
seemingly perfect couple.
Scott turned to alcohol; Zelda
went mad.
In undertaking the life story of
Zelda Fitzgerald, author Nancy
Milford ran into a problem: it is
impossible to treat the Fitzgeralds
separately. Scott was just as much
a part of Zelda as she was of he.
Scott's heroines are Zelda; yet
Zelda had no life without Scott.
Scott's driving ambition
throughout his life was to be the
best damn American author this
nation had ever seen. He wanted
the best for himself, to be seen in
the right places, to Jive in the right
places, to be with the right
people. The 1920's were his
lifestyle.
Zelda's ambition became to
become Zelda, though even she
was not sure who that person was.
She was overwhelmed and
consumed by what people
thought she should be as Scott's
wife and what she felt she should
be as a flapper. Although Zelda
could have gained some following
as an author in her own right, she
felt Scott was the better of the
two. But even he used Zelda as a
literary vehicle. All Fitzgerald's
heroines were Zelda: dominating

the life of her man, conquering
him in some respects, enjoying
every minute of the domination,
yet unable and incapable of living
without that man.
Scott borrowed heavily from
Zelda's lifestyle for his novels.
When Zelda suffered her first
mental breakdown, Fitzgerald
incorporated her letters as a
"madwoman" into "Tender Is the
Night." The heroine, Nicole
Diver, was Zelda.
While Zelda was first in a
mental hospital in Switzerland,
she lashed out at Scott for stealing
her life. "You have always told
me that I had no right to
complain as long as I was
materially cared for, so take
whatever comfort you may find in
whatever self justification you can
construct. Also, I quite
understand the restless
dissatisfaction which drives you
from existing conditions since I
have been through it myself, even
to the point of being completely
dependent on a mentality which
had neither the desire nor the
necessity of touching mine for the
small crumbs of beauty that I
found 1 must have to continue,"
she wrote to him.
Before she went mad, Zelda
threw herself into ballet, which
she had studied as a child. Had she
started earlier in life, before the
birth of the Fitzgerald child, there
was a chance she could have been

very good, but not first rate as she
wanted. Ballet became the escape
from Scott which she felt she
needed. He was wildly jealous of
her dancing instruction.
Scott,s increasing drinking
problem also bothered Zelda.
Several times she said they had to
stop drinking. But soon Scott was
incapable of working without a
drink, and Zelda was quickly
becoming a mental patient. There
was no way, apparently, they
could stop their mutual selfdestruction while they remained
married.
Repeated attacks of nervous
eczema and her hospitalization
robbed Zelda of her beauty. But
during their good moments
together, Scott still loved and
robbed from her as he had all
their lives. Only after they were
separated was Zelda released from
her madness. Scott never did
escape his alcoholism.
As Milford skillfully shows
through letters, diaries and
interviews with friends of the
Fitzgeralds', Scott and Zelda's
marriage was a horror story of
two talented and narcissistic
people who destroyed one
another. While the repeated theme
of destruction might be difficult
for some to take for long, the
book is worth reading all the way
through. If nothing else, it points
out some good things to stay
away from.
Sarah Laidlaw

WITH MAX SHULMAN
(By rhcauthor of Rally Round the Flag, Boys ••• DobirGillis ••• dr. l

Empty Cradles in the Old Corral
Unemployment stalks the campus. Students search frantically for
any kind of part-time work, but there is no work. In fact, if things
don't get better soon, many students may be forced into baby-sitting.
I hear you cry, "No! No!" But alas, my friends, desperate times
require desperate remedies. So if baby-sit we must, Jet us at least do it
scientifically.

To begin with, be sure you have the right equipment for the job
You will need three things: an ordinary kitchen chair, a whip, and a
pistol loaded with blank cartridges.
It is essential to dominate the baby from the very start. Never
show fear; they can smell it. Walk into the nursery boldly with your
head thrown back, singing a lusty song- La Marseillaise, perhaps, or
A Boy Named Sue. Stomp around the room several times. Crack your
whip. Fire your pistol. Keep it up till the baby knows you mean business.
But terror, though necessary, is not enough. To get the best results out of a baby, you must also make it love and trust you. This,
however, cannot be accomplished by firing your pistol, not even close
to the baby's ear. A new tactic is required: you must give it some food.

Liberalized Food Stamp Rules Proposed
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WASHINGTON (UPI)- New which offer the food stamp
rules proposed Thursday by the program, families must now earn
Agriculture Department would less than the $360-a-month
liberalize benefits for many of the proposed federal standard.
10 million needy Americans
In the other 42 states, which
receiving food stamps and have ceilings ranging down to
establish a uniform national $180 in South Carolina and $210
eligibility standard.
in Texas, the proposed national
The poorest of the poor would standard would make many new
get stamps absolutely free.
families eligible for aid.
But the proposed regulations
Ling said public comment on
also would slash aid for families the proposed regulations would be

above $270 would have to pay a
higher fee for stamps. Officials
said the increased cost would
encourage more needy people to
work.
The work requirement would
apply only to able·bodied adults
who do not have to care for
children. Under the proposed rule,
such individuals would lose their
eligibility for stamps unless they
registered with unemployment
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impose a work requirement on
some adult recipients and ban
stamps for many college students
and "hippie" families living on
communes.
Under the national eligibility
standard, any family of four with
a net "take home" income up to
$360 a month would qualify for
the stamps, which can be used like
cash to buy food at participating
grocery stores.
The new rules, designed to
comply with a Food Stamp
Reform Act passed by Congress
last year, were disclosed at a news
conference. Assistant Agriculture
Secretary Richard E. Ling
predicted that the proposed
national standard would have
"tremendous impact."
In all but three of the 45 states
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be ISSUed
soon afterward and that the
revised rules would take effect in
some areas by July 1.
The new regulations would
boost the monthly food stamp
allocation for a family of four by
$2 to $108 and provide the
stamps completely free to any
family with an income of less than
$30 a month. Families in this
lowest category now pay $2 for
$106 worth of stamps.
For eligible families with higher
incomes- up to $270 for a
family of four- the cash required
to buy the $108 stamp allotment
would remain unchanged or fall
by $1, with the exact amount
paid varying at different family
income levels.
Families of four with incomes
plan

WOUld

ENMUArtStudents Want
Reversal of No-Nude Rule
Having the want is one thing. Having the
wherewithal is another. The trouble with being
young is that all too often you have the one
without the other.
But the 1971 MG Midget is something else again.
Here is a true sports car for under $2500*the lowest price you can pay for the real thing.
In this case the real thing includes a racewinning 1275 c.c. engine. Racing-type rack-andpinion steering (2.33 turns lock to lock) for cool
crisp driving. Heavy-duty suspension for
'
superb road-hugging. Disc brakes up front for
straight-line, non-fade stops. Twin reclining
bucket seats. And full sports car instrumentation
with an electric tach.
Which only goes to show that, even though MG
has been engineering sports cars for over 40
years, there's no generation gap. For the name
of your nearest Austin-MG dealer and
information about overseas delivery, dial
(800)631-1971 except in New Jersey
.!.~
where the number is (800) 962-2803.
!.'1~
Calls are toll-free, of course.
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The controversy over the use of
live nude models in art classes at
Eastern New Mexico University
(ENMU) is still alive.
Three ENMU art students have
again confronted the Board of
Regents during spring break with
requests for a reversal of the
no·nudes policy.
Only Regent Ernest Wheeler of
Portales, who cast the deciding
vote against the use of nudes in
the first place, made any reply to
the students' request.
"We appreciate you students
coming," he said. "There's a lot
more to it than anyone ralizes."
Richard Alires, Bill Fore and

Carolyn Coffield, all commercial
art students, argued they need the
chance to draw nudes since their
chosen profession requires
drawing the human body for
fashion art. ENMU is the only
school in New Mexico, they said,
that offers commercial art.
The suggestion that the drawing
sessions be held off campus was
discouraged, said the students,
because of fears the sessions
would not be properly supervised.
The students emphasized they
were not trying to make a public
issue of their request. They said
they arc only following routine
channels for changing policies.

tnl~c t\
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under suitable conditions.
The crackdown on college
students came under a proposed
rule barring food stamps for
young people whose parents were
too affluent to qualify for stamps
themselves. Other students and
residents of hippie communes
would be covered by a rule that
all members of a food stamp
family under the age of 60 must
be related by law, with some
minor exceptions.

Blood Donors
Anyone wishing to contribute
blood to replace that lost Fr. Nash
of the Newman Center is urged to
contact either Southwest Blood
Services or the Newman Center.
66 more pints are still needed.

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

.

Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
and Laundry
Coun•elor Alway• on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247·0836
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FUN

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Every Tuo. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices I 5¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at Univel"lity

FUN

The baby's habitual diet is a viscous white fluid called "formula."
This should be served at the temperature of your wrist. In the event
you can't find the baby's formula, let it suck your wrist. It will never
know the difference, for the baby is basically an organism of dim intelligence, though not without a certain peasant cunning.
After the baby has ingested the formula or sueked your wrist for
thirty minutes or so, it grows stuporous and is ready to go to sleep- the
very thing you've been waiting for. You can hasten this desirable condition by singing a lullaby. If you don't know any lullabies, make one
up. This is really quite simple. In a lullaby the words are unimportant
since the baby, basically an organism of dim intelligence as we have
seen, does not understand them anyhow. It is the sound which matters
in a lullaby, so use any old thing that comes into your head, just so it
rhymes. For example, I have always had excellent luck with this one:
Go wsleep, my little infant,
Googoo, moomoo, poopoo, binfant.

Next, arrange the baby in the position for slumber. A baby sleeps
best on its stomach but, owing to its dim intelligence, it will keep turning itself over if not prevented. Therefore, to insure that it remains
prone, it is wise to place a soft, heavy object on its back-another
baby, if possible.
Once the baby is asleep, remove your wrist from its mouth and
tiptoe softly from the room, closing the door tightly behind you so you
will not be disturbed by its crying. Then turn on the television, go to
the refrigerator and reward yourself for a job well done. Reward yourself how? Surely you know ... with Miller High Life Beer, of course!
That is how honest workers like you have been rewarding themselves for over 115 years. And no wonder! What better reward than
Miller's amber liveliness? What higher bounty than Miller's lively
amberness? What pleasanter premium than Miller's breath-taking,
joy-making, soul-waking flavor? What welcomer bonus than that this
Miller, this best of all possible beers, this jewel of the brewmaster's
art, should be available both in beautiful bottles of clear glass and in
cans which are equally winsome, though opaque?
So sit back and enjoy the Miller you have so richly earned. And
remember this when it comes to baby-sitting: a good big man can
always lick a good little one.

*

*

*

We, the brewers of Miller High Life Beer, who bring you this column
through the school year, frankly take a dim view of Max Shulman's advice
on baby-siUing. We do, lwweuer, find him extraordinarily sound in the
matter of beer.

FUN

*Manufacturer's suggested retail price. Does not include transportation charges, dealer
preparation, state and local taxes, If any. British Leyland Motors Inc., Leonia, N.J. 07605.
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'We Weren't On Anybody's List Last Year'-Feldman
Lobo Mentor Cites Added Depth for Offense
By ROGER RUVOLO
Balance, depth, defense and
overall improvement are the
subjects of much work in the
Lobo sprfng football camp, now
moving through the second phase
of drills leading up to the May 1
Cherry-Silver game at University
Stadium,
Head Coach Rudy Feldman
hopes his 92-man force including
37 returning lettermen, can
improve on last year's 7-3
won-lost slate. But Feldman
explained, last year the Lobos
weren't on anybody's "Want" list,
and this year's job could be
tougher. Feldman said a player
may look forward to playing a
particular team perhaps because
of a close loss the season before.
But Feldman said "we weren't on
any body's list last year."

Climb Up To The Finest

When considering the fact that
UNM was the underdog in most of
their games last year, plus the fact
that the Lobos were named the
most improved college team in the
nation for the second straight year
by the Dunkel Index (a widely
circulated football index), they
can figure to be on quite a few
"want" lists.
Other factors that catch the eye
of opposing campus are: 1) the
Lobos were the second best
rushing team in the nation last
year, just behind Texas, and 2)
most of the offensive and
defensive starters are returning.
Before discussing the record breaking Wishbone-Y offense
similar to that offense used by
Texas, Feldman quipped "they run
our offense," adding the 'Lobos
posted a higher yardage average
for each play than did the
Longhorns. But, Texas gained
slightly more yardage
( 3 7 45-3501) because they ran
more plays (715-637). Texas
posted a 374.5 yard average a
game, averaging 5.2 yards a play,
while the Lobos were 350.1 and

... a bride idea
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5.5 in those respective
departments.
Spearheaded by Rocky Long,
twice named Most Valuable Player
for the Lobos, the Wishbone-Y
contributed to the 30-plus records
set by the Lobos last season.
Single season and career records
were set by both individuals and
the team for UNM and for the
eight- year -old WAC,
Quarterback Long was one of a
quartet in the offense backfield
that placed all four in the final
top ten rushing list for the WAC
last fall, "the first time that's
happened in any league," said
Feldman. Sam Scarber, who is the
only graduate from the backfield,
led the league in rushing. Fred
Henry, who Feldman said is
"running better now than he did
last year," set the sophomore
rushing standard for the WAC
with 829 yards. Henry will be a
junior next year, and is from
Alamogordo. Henry's running
mate at the halfback slot is Nate
McCall, a junior college transfer
who gained 716 yards and scored
six tallies last year for the Lobos.
Before the first half of spring
drills were over, the quarterback
slot sustained heavY losses because
of injuries. Junior college transfer
Eddie Dunaway sustained a knee
injury in the first scrimmage,
while freshman Larry Eckl also
sustained an injury. Feldman
moved Larry Korpitz to the
quarterback slot and with
freshman Bruce Boone the two
backed up Long, Kropitz has now
been moved back to his original
halfback post.
One of the big jobs facing
Feldman is replacing Sam Scarber
in the fullback slot. "It's difficult
to replace a guy with Scarber's
capabilities," Feldman
commented, as he produced a list
of Scarber's records and statistics.
Howard Ware, who sat out last
year, is going to sit out the
remainder of spring ball because
of a shoulder injury, freshman
Rich Diller and juco transfer Tony
Letuligasenoa are vYing for the
fullback slot.
Peldrn.nn

'I'!O~~od.

over last year is more depth, and
it shows in the backfield. Besides
those already mentioned,
Feldman also has seniors Mike
Mercer and Steve Fuller, as well as
junior-to-be Ken Dennard, yYing
The only areas that could use
beefing up on the offensive team
are, the end positions, at least
from the standpoint of
experience. Tight ends Mike
Carpenter and Phil Franczyk
played their last season for the
Lobos last fall, leaving that slot
open. Pat Curran, a junior-to-be
and sometimes starter (six games)
at split end last year, has moved
to the tight end post. Freshmen
Greg Symons, .Charles Frank and
Phillip Archer (younger brother of
linebacker Cliff Archer) are
coming up from the freshman
team.
At split end, there is a little
more experience. Tommy McBee
and Lester Belle both wrestled
with injuries last year, but both
got in some playing time. McBee
will be a senior and Belle a junior.
Perry Young, Gary Schneider and
Joe Ainsworth (an Albuquerque Manzano product) are up from
the frosh squad. McBee is
presently playing for coach Bob
Leigh's baseball team and will not
return to the Lobo camp until
two-a-days next August.
Feldman is anticipating
opponents to be more ready for
his offense next year, and for this
reason the ends are important.
"We really didn't pass as little as
everyone seemed to think we
did," Feldman said of last season.
"But we're going to pass a little
more." The Lobos attempted
passes last year 15 times a game.
But Feldman plans to use his
passing game to offset the
probability of the opponents
predicting a rush on the next play.
Another area that will be
instrumental in offensive
execution will be the line, where,
fortunately, depth abounds. Only
Henry Noe and Bob Hicks are lost
(through graduation) from the
line, and the returnees include
some top-notch competitors.
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advantage the team has this year
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the second team all-WAC

Opposite Popejoy Hall

LOBO Baseball Gallery·-1971

squad, and junior John Urban
received Lineman of the Week
honors last season. Bramer is a
guard and Urban a tackle.
Others helping out with the
offensive line chores are juniors
Ron Kohl and Pete Bush. Seniors
Tom Walker, John Shipkowski
and Skip Lawson also are on the
line. At center are Todd Klein and
Steve Swanson, who shared
starting roles last fall, and Bob
Gracey; all three are seniors.
Freshman Jeff Ohner is coming up
from the yearlings to give some
added depth, while Ohner's
teammate Mike Boan adds
competition to the guard slot.
Perhaps Feldman best worded
his job on the field by saying
''football comes down to blocking
and tackling." He's doing his best
to make sure everyone knows it.
More than once during his
practice sessions there have been
some cracked helmets and
squashed I ungs. However, in
keeping with this philosophy
Feldman hopes to see his
defensive squadron come up with
a stingy year.
for playtime.
And the depth spreads all over.
Feldman could make his two-deep
chart look like a novel compared
to the scanty lineup he was faced
with when he took the job four
years ago. "We've got a little more
depth than we've had before,"
said Feldman, adding that his
second units will be playing more
during the games, He cited
generally greater depth as one of
the key factors that could give his
forces a better outlook than he
had in previous years.

photos by
ChuckFeil
page art by
Beth Blaise Brawley
Head Coach Bob Leigh, left,
will travel to Arizona this
weekend to establish his team as a
WAC title contender. The Lobos
will play three games against the
Wildcats,
Traveling with Leigh will be the
likes of Armando Reyes, top right
and left, and Bob Faford, bottom,
batting.
Wolfpack ballplayers with one
of the strongest contingents of
batters in the league coming off a
successful, 2-1, series with UTEP,
are 22-14 for the season.

Editor's Note: This is the
fh·st in a four part series
dealing with the Lobo
football team and its
development through spring
training.
The Lobo will look at the
team through a critical eye
trying to determine the
strong points and weaknesses

CLASSIFIED
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum (S1.40) :per time run. I! nd is to
run five or more consecutive dllYS with
no cho.nges the rate is reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.

o£ tho tc.un and 'Will £ocus

special interest on the players
which will make up the
nucleus for next year's
squad.

oaOLDIR?

YOU NEED SOMEONE TO TALK TOand no one seems to listen 1 Try AGORA:
students trninOO in creative Jistenln~: 24
hours a dny. Northwest corner of Mesa
Vista. 277-3013. 4/26
GIRLS: CASH FOR YOUR Bared slax and
groovey sportswear. Must be in good
shape. The Rag Shoppe. Call 268-2823 for
appointment. 4/21
HELP SAVE AMERICA! Join the American Vigilante;,! For information-buy
and read The American Vigilante by
Alaric Branden Press, 221 Columbus Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02116. $4.95. 5/3
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LOST-FELIX THE CAT. Black, yellow
eyes, one year old mn1e* red colla.r-1521% Gold Ave, S.E. 242-6912. 2/26
ringinside.
Call Gerry, 842-6346 evenings. 4/23
FOUND: CASSETTE RECORDER in Education 101. Call 344-5589. 4/22
LOST-Butterfield J cwclers wristwatch.
Reward ofl'ercd. Call 256-3730. 4/22
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247·4406

High Sp""d XEROX COPJES-8c-~~o limit

POSTERS

Lobo Gymnasts, Jim Ivicek
(top left) and Stormy Eaton (top
right) will be featured in the
"Handy Help the Handicapped"
Jnlrlormance tonight at Johnson
Gym. 'rhe performance will
feature most of the Lobo team
and George Hery, world
trampoline ehampion.
The show will begin at 7:30
p.m., tickets will be sold at the
door to adults for $1 and 50 cents
for children of junior high school
age.

SIMMS BUILDING

Reduction Work-Reduce from any sizo up Ia 14" by 18" down Ia SW' " 11
Computer printouts, engineering drawings, accounting worksheets, organization
charts, oversized periodicals and books.

Gillllt 24" 11 36" Black
I

---

1nd White Poster of

your Fnoritll Picture.
Just nnd yaur black
1nd white or colar SNip-

BULLETIN

shot for Speedy One

WHk Sef'ke,

3)

POPEJOY HALL
AND THE CuLTURAL PROGRAM COMM1TIEE
PRESENT

5)

REPERTORY

TRADE THIS!

3 posters of same
$10.00
------------·COUPON-----------

Now Near You-A New

DANCE THEATER

Toy Store

featuring a complete line of

Saturday, May t-8:15 P.M.

toys & novelties

NAME--~-------------------

ADDRESS _____________________________

Tickets .$5.50, r,.oo, ·1·50, 4,00, 3·,1)0

10% Discount With This Ad

NUMB.ER OHDERED----AMT. ENCLOSED-------5604 MENAUL BLVD., N.E.

LASS & LAD TOYS
Hill Shopping Center-268-6800¥ •

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87110
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Lecwrc-Dcmonstrat:ion Friday,

69 I 7 Lomas N .E.
(only a() 3400 Central S.E.

April 30, •t:oo P.M.
Free to the Public

For Any 15¢ Drink
With a 79¢ Arby's

Telephone
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UN M Students with• Act. Cards

· Tuesday, Aptil20, 1971
0

~77-312 t

SERVICES

FOR CONFIDENCE In English composition and reading. The Original Inductive
Way. 11 :tc:1rn. experience, grildes 7
through H. Tutoring specialist. 265-0853.
PASSPORT, application or identiitlcntion
photos, fast and inexpensive. Near UNM.
Either call 265-2444, or come to 1717
Girard NE. 4/20
TYPING: EXPERIENCED, IRM electric
term papers, theses. Call 266-4906, 119
V ru;sar S.E. 4/23
GERMAN AUTOMOTIVE (6015 Gibson
S.E., Phone 268-5169), Student discount.
VW specialists~ complete VW repair:
guaranteed rebuilt engine. 4/21

TI:IE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

All UNM Students

$398 each

LOST & FOUND

~--•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••' $10UNM-MBA-'71,
REWARD for return
class
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NOT EXACTLY THE SORT of work
your mother hnd in mind for you ••• se11
the HARD TIMES. Sec Grant at 115 B
Harvard S.E. or cnll 255-9706. 5/3
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS mUst
be in by 3 p.m. to run the foJlowing day.
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23¢
HAMBURGER
in town

Henry's Drive-In
I 9 I 6 Central 9 am to 11 am

ADVERTISING
WHERE: Journnlism Building, Room
205. nCtErnoons pr~ferably or mail.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

1) PERSONALS

.

the
best

V2

Price

FORSALE

1966 FORD GALAXIE, hardtop, autcmatie
transmission power brakes & steering, nir
conditioner, heater & radio. $600.00, 2689343. 4/26
GERMAN SHEPARD, 6 mo. old, profes•
sionnlJy traineU. Must be se-en to be appreciated. 256-0688. $400. 4/26
ETERNA TRUMPET by Getzen, Doc Sevcrinsen model. Silver plated, used one
year, Excellent r.onrl. $275-243-4716 or
write 1106 'h Grand N .B. 4/26
COMPLETE LINE OI•' LIGHT WEIGHT
foorla for outdoorsmcn. Rich ..Moor and
Wilson brands. lntroduetor snle: less
10%. Fremont's l1~ine Foods~ 5UG Coronado Center. 5/3
1950 FORD, gooU running condition, R &
H, new tires, yellow smile included. $250.
Cnll 277-2155 after 6:00 P.M.
SELECT GROUP OF BELL BOTTOMS
and flairs-only $6 •. Lobo Men's Shop,
2120 Central S.E. 4/28

5)

FORSALE

MAMIYA C33, F2.8, 2lL also 65 mm W/A,
135mm L/P~ shades, filters, parnmender,
cnsc--$295.00. Pentnx spot meter560.00. Evenings, Sunday, 255-8276. 4/20
1966 VOLKSWAGEN, 3900 miles, air,
$1200. 243-5055. 4/23
SUMMER SHIRTS-many colored T-shirts,
sleeveless, and string knits. $1.60 to
S12.00. I..obo Men's' ShoP, 2120 Central
SE.
FIVE NEW STEREO amplifiers with AMPM multiplex tuner and 4-speaker sys ..
tem. Hns inputs for tape and phono •
$69.95 or terms. United Freight Sales,
3920 San Mateo, open 9 to 9. 4/5
1971 HAMBURGERS. Where? FRONTIER
RESTAURANT across from Popejoy
Hall. The latest in broiled food. Call 2660550 for orders to go, 7:30 to 7:30. 6/5
1971 SINGER SEWING MACHINES.
never been ilscd. (7) fully equipped to
zjg... zag, make buttonholest etc. This is a
firat time ofl'er and they will go fast at
$49.95 apiece. We have threaded them
for your inspection. United Freight
Sales, 3920 San Mateo, open 9 to 9. 3/29
BLUE JEAN BELLS in all sizes. Now at
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Centrnl SE.
'65 VW PICKUP-'68 engine. Good condition-298-0363 or 282-5271. 4/22
MIRACORD 50-H Turntable, with base &
cover. Pickering XV 15-AME 3 Cartridge. Excellent condition. $100. 242-4445.
4/23
THREE NEW 1971 stereo consoles complete with lame de1ux Gerrard changer
and 4-speaker system. $87.50 each or
terms. United Freight Sales, 3920 San
Mateo, oPen 9 to 9. 4/5

6)

EMPLOYMENT

MEN OF ALL TRADES to North Slope,
Alaska and the Yukon, around $2800.00 a
;:..
month. For complete information write
tc Job Research, P.O. Box 161, Stn. A,
Toronto, Ont. Enclose $3.00 to cover coat.
4/9
MARRIED STUDENTS AND FACULTY:
work together far a greater ihcome. Part
time-set your own hours. For appointment cnll 266-3237 after 4 :00 p.m. 4/21
NEED BASS GUITAR LESSONS, would
pre!cr n. benuti!ul young female instructor but not too pnttieulnr. Call 243-7244,
4/20
SUMMER JOBS. Full time employment for
colJege men. $GOO per month. Interviews ~
3:00, 7:00, and 9:30 P.M. April 22
(Thursday). Call Jim Samuel at Howard
J'ohnson 1 S Midtown after 1 :00 P.M.
Thurs. or ask at desk for room, 4/22

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

f:XPEDITION TO Cf:NTRAL AMERICA,
Adventurous ~roups depart June 8 &
Sept. 14 for 10 WC<!k rcconnnissnnec ex ..
ped it ions to Panama, and to photograph
and observe the Mayan ruins and contemporary Mnynn life in the Yucatan nnd

Northern Gu11tcmnla. Details : Doka. Ex ..
peditions, Inc. 2329 Sacramento, Suite 1,

San Francisco 94115. 4/21
FREE KITTENS, blacks and tabhys, 2436390. 4/22

William Gates, in Santa Fe or write
to her.
We welcome and urge citizens of
your community to participate in a
plea for peace either at home or in
Santa Fe.
Rondald J. Keeshan,
Chairman, Santa Fe CALCAV

letters
Plea for Peace
To the Editor:
A nationwide plea for peace will
take plac~ on April 24. I have
received many inquiries from New
Mexicans who wish to be counted in
their desire that our government end
the Vietnam war now, not next year
at election time.
Everybody in New Mexico will be
welcome in our state capitol to pray
·- for peace on April 24, at a religious
service to be sponsored by Santa Fe
Clergy and Laymen Concerned
About Vietnam (CALCAV). We shall
gather at the Santa Fe Plaza at 7 p.m.
for a candlelight procession to St.
Francis Cathedral where the formal
service will be held, and the petitions
for peace gathered during the day
will be blessed by Archbishop James
P. Davis, before being sent to our
President and our congressmen.
Prayers will be given in English,
Spanish and Tewa. Participants will
represent our three cultures, all
religions, all political parties and the
peoples' overwheiming desire to end
this illegal and terrible war. 73
percent of the American people
apparently now believe that our
young men's blood, our national
resources and energy should no
longer be spent in the destruction of
a people and a country which has
never offered any threat to us.
Petitions will be offered for
signatures all day April 24 in public

Treaty Only Way
To the Editor:
The State Department reply to the
Peopla's Peace Treaty solemnly asks,
"What is blocking progress toward
peace?" The answer is simple: the
blind refusal of the Pentagon war
machine to recognize the total
failure of its efforts in Vietnam and
its unwillingness to comply with the
wishes of 73 percent of the
American people for a t,otal
withdrawal.
The Peace Treaty is the only valid
basis for ending the war because it
recognizes the realities of Indochina.
The withdrawal of U.S. forces is
being demanded not only by the

Democratic Republic and the
National Liberation Front but nearly
every non-Communist religious and
social group in the south, including
the Unified Buddhist Church, war
veterans and every major newspaper.
The commitment of millions of
U.S. troops and a hundred billion
dollars has not made the Saigon
government any more secure today
than in 1964; rather it has
obliterated vast areas of Indochina
and made the people overwhelmingly
anti-American. The Thieu-Ky-Khiem
regime is a totalitarian dictatorship
which could not survive one week
without the unlimited military and
financial support it now receives
from the United States; the 1967
"e 1ection" which established the
present government took place with
less than one-third of the population
of South Vietnam eligible to vote.
U.S. incursions into Cambodia and
Laos have met with military disaster
and have only strengthened
Communist-led resistance forces in

all Indochina. The most massive
artillery and air bombardment in
history has done nothing to weaken
the ability of the Vietnamese to
continue their struggle and maintain
control over vast areas of the south.
Cleady the United States cannot
possibly enforce its will in
Indochina- unless a further
technological escalation is attempted
through the use of tactical nuclear
weapons and conventional weapons.
The only solution for the United
States is to recognize that the
Vietnamese will never be defeated
and that we must end our criminal
intervention immediately. The
People's Peace Treaty recognizes
these military and political realities
and offers a viable program for
ending the war and allowing the
Vietnamese to decide their own
destiny.
David Cortright, Ft. Bliss
GI's for Peace
Craig Simpson, War Resisters
League

Gonzales Eligible for VP' s
Post But Two Others Out
Of ASUNM Senate Race
Student Court Monday overturned an ASUNM Elections
Commission ruling that a prospective candidate was ineligible
to run for vice president, but upheld commission rulings that
two other candidates were ineligible to run for Senate.
In addition, commission Chairman Debbie Bruns withdrew
a r.uling Sen. Ken White was ineligible when the registrar's
office reported he had earned only 74 credit hours. However,
Monday the registrar reported White had earned 76 credit
hours. Presidential candidates must have earned 75 hours to
be eligible.

'Now, What Would George C. Scott Have Done .. ?'

places in Santa Fe for those who

wish their names to go on record for
peace. Copies of the petitions are
available for those in other parts of
the state who request them. Call Ms.

been said and reported about the
oppressive situation in Taiwan and I by the Japanese colonial Singapore should not exist at all. Our
have no intention to repeat such administration before 1945.
ancestors forsook the Chinese
here. However, I would like to add Currently, all the economic activities mainland to seek and establish a new
one more episode. Another political in every segment of industry in
free homeland at great hazards.
farce will soon be staged in Taiwan - Taiwan is strictly placed under the
From that time on, Taiwanese have
the founding of Chiang dynasty. It is monopolistic control of the KMT
evolved into a distinct race and
absolutely anachronistic and bound organs while KMT and its police
developed a new mentality and
to be short-lived, but it is a gross apparatus maintains the world's most
patterns of life. Unfortunately,
complete census records to watch
mockery of democracy.
Taiwan was placed under the control
Our Chinese friends did try to over every activity of the Taiwanese
of China at the end of World War II
present their own version of the people. Fortunately, the
which leads to the present impasse.
economic achievements in Taiwan perpetuation of his regime would
However, the Chinese claim over
sound inconceivable if one assesses
although
they
claimed
themselves
to
Taiwan totally Jacks any legal basis.
(Editor's Note: The following is
the political reality since the dawn of
According to San Francisco Peace
the last in a series of Bernas and be non-expert. They acknowledged 1971.
that it is mostly due to the hard
letters concerning Taiwan.)
Treaty of Sept. 8, 1951, it is
A Chinese group within Chiang's
work of the people (in this case,
ByK. CHEN
stipulated
that Japan renou;tces. its
It is sad to witness that the forum unfortunately, they are 100 percent own party is taking the banner of
possession of Taiwan, but Its fmal
provided by The Lobo has degraded Taiwanese labor force and not "Oust Chiang, Democratize the
settlement remains unresolved.
Government." This group, known as
into trivia and name-calling by the members of KMT), but tried to
In sum the following points
.
recent deluge of letters from oUr foreclose the foundation left by the the "Chinese Nationalist Reform
should be' reviewed by senous
League,"
sponsored
large-scale
Chinese friends. I wish they had been colonial predecessor of the present
scholars and people concerned with
more specific about the issues raised regime. Instead of refuting this anti-Chiang demonstrations in seven
the
China problem in proper
major U.S. cities on Jan. 29 ai'1d 30
let
me
ask
one
question:
absurdity,
by William Hill and me instead of
perspective: 1) 'I'here is no China
Have the KMT added one additional of this year. Even greater mass
engaging in personal attack.
problem,
the real issue is Taiwan. ~)
demonstrations were held in more
mile
of
railway
to
the
trunkline
or
The fact that there has been
"Free China" is a fiction. It IS
U.S. cities this Aprill2. Further, the
"harmony" among students from constructed any new harbor since native Taiwanese, the primary
neither free nor China. There is only
1945?
Taiwan on this campus has no
one China and one Taiwan. Taiwan
It is true that U.S. economic aid victims of Chiang's colonial rule,
relevance at all with regards to the
belongs
to the Taiwanese people and
have effectually advocated the
atrocity and abuse of human dignity was terminated after 1965. But overthrow of Chiang's colonialism
the solution of the problem should
and justice by Kuomintang (KMT) in without the continued military aid, and the creation of a viable Taiwan
take into consideration the wishes of
the people of Taiwan. 3) Taiwanese
Taiwan. The group of Taiwanese I the Taiwanese people would have state, led by .Ming·min Peng, leader
people reject both Nationalist China
represent are not limited to those in been crushed under the of the Taiwan Independence
and the Communist China. The only
~ New Mexico. In fact, I speak for the unproportionately huge defense Movement.
one
fair and final solution of this
majority of Taiwanese in this budget and remained as
The rationale that Taiwanese
poverty-stricken
as
ever
while
the
problem should be made in
country and the silent majority in
people are of Chinese race and hence
accordance with the principle of
Taiwan who would otherwise speak U.S. aid fatten the ranking KMT should remain within China is merely
self-determination which is one of
out but for the fear of retaliation on members' accounts in foreign banks. emotionalism and has no merit at all.
The
most
outstanding
the basic ideals espoused by the
their relatives or their personal
accomplishment by the Chiang In fact, we Taiwanese have never
safety.
United Nations. Based on this
denied our Chinese ancestry and we
regime
in
Taiwan
is,
perhaps,
the
principle, an internationally
Their arguments that there is
are proud of our heritage. But
perpetuation
and
perfection
of
the
supervised
plebiscite should be held
democracy and civil equality sound
according to this rationale, the
monopolistic
system
to
exploit
the
in
Taiwan
and the results of tlw
like · the newspapers and the
analogy is that there should not be
Taiwanese
people
and
the
eloetion should be abidt!d by all
harangues by the KMT officers that I
any country in the American
comprehensive census system to
parties
concerned for the sako of
continents and that Australia, New
read and heard in Taiwan. Much has
control the people of Taiwan used
justice and in the interest of world
Zealand and, lately but lastly,
peace.
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New Voters

The court ruled John D. Gonzales eligible to run for
ASUNM vice president under an interpretation of residency
set by court during last fall's elections.
Gonzales had been ruled ineligible because his overall gpa
was below the required 2.0. However, his gpa since his return
-ltl'l to UNM after a five year absence was over 2.0, and court last
fall decided residency at UNM consists of "those continuous
Photo by Chuek Feil
Newly enfranchised young people have been registering semesters immediately prior to the election."
Democratic in the county at a ratio of about 5-2, said Rudy Ortiz
In addition, court Chief Justice Jon Facey pointed out the
chairman of the Bernalillo Democratic party yesterday.
'
. The party has conducted voter registration in several Albuquerque ASUNM Constitution states vice presidential candidates must
high schools and party registration ratios show differentiation on have maintained a 2.0 scholarship index "immediately prior
geographical lines. "At Valley High School the ratio is 8·1 in the to the election."
heights schools it is real close, 8·7," Ortiz said.
'
Rulings that Louis Duncan and John Russo, both
He added the number of 18 · 21 ·year· old registrants who have
prospective
Senate candidates, were ineligible were upheld
followed up a democratic promotion letter concerning precinct
leaders has b£>cn "surprising."
because the two did not attend UNM the semester
Registration will conclude tomorrow at 3 p.m.
immediately prior to the election as required by the
constitution.

Faculty Schedules Keller Concert
Albuquerque Symphony Also Dedicates

Two couct>rts dediCated to the memory of
form<'r UNM music departmnnt Chairman
Walter Keller, who died Mareh 15 in Lisbon,
Portugal, are scheduled for the fine arts
center this weekend.
The first, by the Albuquerque Symphony
Orchestra, will begin at 8:15 Friday night in
Popejoy Hall. Then Saturday at 4 p.m. in the
Recital Hall, 1 0 UNM faculty members will
present a Walter Keller Memorial Concert.
The Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra
performance will be the last of its 1970-71
series.
The

UNM Chorus and professional

Faculty Alters Rule
On GA-TA Rights

Pt~rformance

Facey said the court failed to reach a unanimous decision
in the cases, and the commission decision was thus upheld
"by default."
The court must render unanimous decisions because the
constitution states decisions must be made by "concurrence
of at least three justices," and court at present only has three
members.

soprano soloist Donna McRae, directed by
Eph Ehly, will perform "Ballad of Heroes,
Op. 14" by Britten with the Albuquerque
The constitution states total membership of the court is
Symphony Orchestra.
five.
Also on that program are "Sinfonia in
One vice presidential candidate and three Senate
E-flat Major, Op. 9, No. 2" by Bach, and
candidates were also stricken from the ballot for failure to
"Symphony No. 4, in E Minor, Op.98" by attend
a mandato1·y candidates' meeting last night.
Bral1ms. Yoshimi Takeda will conduct.
Vice President Sam Johnson, who was seeking re-election,
The faculty concert Saturday will present
taken off the ballot last night for failure to attend the
was
"Faure Elegie" with cello and piano, and meeting
or send a representative.
"Trio" with flute, violin and continuo by
Senate candidates Dolly Juarez, Tore Knos and Edwin
Bach; Debussy's "En Blanc et Nair" fOl" two
Mosley also were stricken from the ballot for failure to
pianos; the slow movement of Shubert's attend.
"B-Flat Piano Trio" and Gabrieli's "Organ
Candidates were notified of the mandatory meeting when
and Brass Canzone."
they picked up their nominating petitions, Bruns said.
Faculty playing in the concert are Francis
A yesterday.
fourth Senate candidate, Dave Bruer, withdrew from the
Bowen, Morton Schoenfeld, Wesley Selby, race
Joanna De Keyser, Lois McLeod, Leonard
Linda Callaway, David Loy and White have been found
Fe1berg, George Robert, Fred Dart, Wayne eligible
to run for president in the April 28 election.
Sharp and James Whitlow.
Loy and White a1:e presently ASUNM senators.
Admission to the faculty concert is free.
Leslie Burger, Jack O'Guinn, and Gonzales are running for
Tickets to the Albuquerque Symphony vice president, who serves as head of Senate.
Orchestra concert are available at the
O'Guinn is an ASUNM senator at present.
Albuquerque Symphony office; 3017 Monte
14 candidates are now running for 10 Senate vacancies.
Vista Blvd. NE.
The students are: Janice Arnold, Roger Chavez, Arlene
Cinelli, Diane Frasher, Gerald Herrera, Charles Hickham,
John C. Koogh,

The faculty yesterday adopted a revision
of its policy for rights and responsibilities of
graduate and teaching assistants (GAs and
TAs).
The original document, approved Friday
by the Board of Regents, provided for
dismissal fo a GA or T A "if he is derelict in
his duties, or if he is likely, unless
immediately suspended, to do serious harm
Dale Koop, Victoria Looney, Louis Mascarenas, Ervin
to others."
Michael, Benjamin Prinkley, Dennis Ray and Jon Smith.
The revision accepted yesterday removed
Students will also be asked to approve a proposed new
the "dereliction" clause from the policy,
ASUNM Constitution and a budget for next year.
ASUNM Attorney General Lee Horner
AL the same faculty meeting, ballots were
Students may vote from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Union, the
yesterday
notified Elections Chairman
taken for electing nine new members to the
lobby
of Hokona, the engineering complex or the garage of
Debbie Bruns he will contest the April 28 the President's house, 1901 Roma NE.
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee,
ASUNM general election unless the
and two proposals for limiting enrollment at
Hokona will contain three voting machines; engineering
commisson provides more time for students
UNM were postponed indefinitely.
two
machines; the Union 10 machines and the garage four
to vote.
machines.
A proposal by the Entrance and Credits
Horner suggested the commission hold a
Committee for raising the required gpa for
Elections Commission Chairman Debbie Bruns said
five-day election "to assure each student
out-of-state admissions from 2.0 to 2.5 was
Hokona and the engineering complex have been allocated one
desiring to vote has ample opportunity to do
postponed at the suggestion of J.C.
more machine apiece than in the last election. The Union has
so."
MacGregor, chairman of the committee,
been allocated five additional machines and the area around
The commission presently plans the the President's house has been given two additional machines.
because of the Legislature's recently-passed
election for April 28, and Bruns said Horner
25 percent out-of-state tuition hike which
notified the commission "too late to change
will probably cut back out-of-state
anything."
enrollment anyway.
"We have the practical problem of finding
Another proposal by the Faculty Policy
200 people to work one hour as poll workers
Committee (FPC) urging UNM President
for only one day. We also have absentee
Ferrel Heady to investigate means of limiting
ballots available for five days. It's a sixcday
enrollment was postpoiled since, as he was
election
if you count that," Bruns said.
The Lobo will accept campaign statements from ASUNM
pointed out by FPC Chairman Peter Prouse,
She also pointed out the commission has presidential, vice presidential and senatorial candidates
it only asked Heady to do what he is already
doing.
provided 19 voting machines in four areas of through 5 p.m., Friday, April 23.
campus.
Statements must by typed, double-spaced, and should be
The monthly meeting of the faculty
Last spring's election was enjoined by 300 words or less. If candidates desire to have a photo
adjourned in a record 25 minutes, having
Student Court because only 10 voting accompany their statement, the length must be decreased
dealt with all business on the agenda.
machines were provided.
appropriately. The picture must be black and white glossy
Wednesday, April21, 1971
prints. Size should be 2" by 3" if possible.

Horner May Challenge
April28 Election Date

Campaign Statements Due

